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The show ran for Five years and Starred Sagar, Sheela, Indraneel and medha in the lead Roles.

R C BabuOpening themeChakravakamCountry of originIndiaOriginal languageTeluguNo.
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But she played a double game and told williams about this Indra starts to come to the place where the grandchild of the person will try to talk to iqbal but has told Sravanthi about this.. Williams will know that sravanthi and the child
hasn't died but Iqbal has released them.
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Episode 1198 Chakravakam Telugu Daily Serial Srikanth Entertainments Loud Speaker.. Sravanthi's father will c the news paper and tell his wife about this They both will decide to marry sravanthi as soon as possible.
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The serial is into second generation then having Munna (Mahidhar Naidu), the son of RK Naidu as the hero, who has been orphaned due to the bomb blast who is brought up in a criminal background by a don Sikandar Bhai.. He
cannot stay there and will go back to Calcutta Bhargav will take Sravanthi to a lawyer and make him tell that if they want divorce quickly then someone should act as mad.. Iqbal friend also will fail to get the child back
Meghamala(Ramaprabha's grand child) has faalen in love with iqbal.. Knowing this gayathri will go into depression and she will take sleeping pills to sleep but it has become over dose and all will think that she has tried to die
because of the depression of marriage and Indra will agree to marry.. Four of them are the victims of a family feud where their parents and grandmother are murdered by their step grandmother and uncles.. He is jeleous of Iqbal
because Williams like Iqbal more than him )knows about Iqbal and will try to kill Iqbal and Sravanti.. Oct 13, 2019 Chakravakam Telugu Serial Full Episodes Download Gemini Tv Online Telugu Serial Chakravakam! A mind map
is often a graphical way to represent ideas and concepts.. of episodes1,111ProductionProducerSudhakar PallamalaRunning time15-20 minutesReleaseOriginal networkGemini TVOriginal release3 November 2003 –15 February
2008ChronologyPreceded byRuthuragaluFollowed byMogali Rekulu , AgnipooluChakravakam is an Indian Telugu-language soap opera serial created by Manjula Naidu. e10c415e6f 
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